Release note firmware version 23/06/2020 (M.U.I.)
1. Implemented Universal Intercom feature.
Universal Intercom allow to pair your BT Mini to another Bluetooth headset, of a different brand/model.
The Universal Intercom pairing procedure of the BTmini, is the same of the intercom pairing procedure.
BT Mini will automatically recognize if the other unit is a BT Mini (to pair as a normal intercom) or another
brand/model (to pair as a Universal Intercom).
Now BT Mini can manage one phone, one BT Mini and also another brand/model.
You will have different buttons to manage the phone, open/close intercom, open/close universal intercom.

PAIRING PROCEDURE:
Switch on BT Mini by pressing control and volume down buttons together, for three seconds.
When the BT Mini is on, press volume down button of the BT Mini, until to have the red and blue led flashing
quickly (like intercom pairing)
From the other brand/model, start the phone pairing procedure...
Wait the end of the pairing procedure on both unit.
USE:
To open/close Universal Intercom audio from the BT Mini, you have to make a double click on volume plus
button.
To open/close the audio from the other headset, you have to send a voice dial command (check the manual
instruction of the other brand/model)
(Many bluetooth headset can pair two phone, so in case you can have paired a BT Mini in one phone
connection and a phone in the second connection)
To open/close the audio to another BTMini (standard intercom), the command is always the same: one click
on control button.
To send a voice dial command to the phone, the command is always the same: double click on control button.
During the listening of the music, the command to forward a song is changed in a double click on forward
button (because double click on vol + button is now used for the universal intercom), the command to
backward a song, still the same "double click on vol - button".

2. New rules for automatically music resume, after an interruption.
Now you can play music from both, screen of the phone or BT Mini button and have the automatically resume
of the music, after an interruption.

3. Now intercom has the priority over A2dp.

If now you are talking in intercom, BT Mini will ignore A2dp notification (for example WhatsApp message or
Google Maps). You can still hear these notification when the intercom communication is closed.
Phone calls will always interrupt intercom, as they have higher priority.

